
LIVING ROOM TUTORS TOUCHPOINT STRATEGY MAP

Generous Jen (Tutor)
Generous Jen is a high-performing high-school junior who is preparing for college but wants to give back to her community by 
helping students in need of academic and peer support who may not have the funds for such a service. She also wants to 
reinforce her own academic learning and gain volunteer experience.

 Help students in nee
 Gain volunteer experienc
 Increase tutoring skills

Expectations

Concerned Katherine (Tutee Parent)
Katherine is the parent of a 5th grader who is struggling with math. She is unable to find help through her child’s school. She 
is looking for a flexible, reliable tutoring option in a safe environment. She doesn’t have the transportation required for in-
person tutoring services, and she does not have the money to pay for a traditional tutoring service. 

 Find academic help for her chil
 Have flexible, affordable option
 Provide a safe learning environment for her child   

Expectations

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

Research LRTRealize need 
for service

Apply for LRT

ONBOARDING

ONBOARDING

Approval & 
matchmaking

Complete profile 
& training

Coordinate 
schedule

Prepare for First 
session

Track hours Seek support Tutor retires Tutee rematched

TUTORING

TUTORING

TURNOVER

TURNOVER

PHASES

PHASES

KEY TASKS

TUTOR ACTIONS

TOUCHPOINTS

TUTEE PARENT ACTIONS

 Realizes they need volunteer hours 
at schoo

 Research volunteer opportunitie
 Discovers LR
 Reads more about LR
 Decides it sounds appealing

 Finds application for
 Fills out application for
 Gets accepte
 Matching software finds the best matc
 Receives email that they have been matche
 Creates profil
 Completes training module

 Contacts tute
 Decides on a meeting platfor
 Schedules first tutoring sessio
 Conducts first session
 Submits hours and complete survey in profile sectio
 Repeat for every sessio
 Tutee doesn’t appear to be improvin
 Reach out to fellow tutors for suggestions/suppor
 Consults resources page

 Graduates high school and 
prepares to go to colleg

 Contacts tutee to inform about 
retiremen

 Contacts LRT about retiremen
 Fills out exit form

 Child needs help with school wor
 Research low-cost tutor suppor
 Discovers LR
 Reads more about LRT
 Chooses LRT 

 Accesses LRT websit
 Finds applicatio
 Fills out application for
 Waits to hear about matchin
 Receives email that their child was matched with tutor

 Receives a video and scheduling request from tuto
 Decides on a meeting platfor
 Schedules first tutoring sessio
 Attends first session with child

 Receives notification from tutor 
that they are leavin

 Completes tutor review for
 Gets an email that their child is 

matched with a new tutor

Social Media

Outreach
LRT Website

Application 
Email

Email Email
Facebook

Agreed Upon 
Tutoring Platform

LRT Website 

LRT Website 

= opportunity for growth


